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Archeage unchained classes 2019

Archeage is famous in many things, one of which is the variety and possibilities of classes for creating/unique characters, you can mix and match 3 classes (skill sets) out of 11 available together and create one of 130 Archeage skill sets with a specific name! The coordination you can achieve is truly endless, and there are always undiscovered combos,
hiding for real addicts to find and share or keep them for yourself and rule Erenor!  the main skills, there is no real difference between the main and secondary skills in Archeage, we just isolate them this way, because 5 Main Skillsets are the ones you are allowed to choose for your first one when creating archery archery skillset characters, Male Elf from
Nuian Alliance Archery Lore: Ancient Plains Warriors Tahyang pledge to protect the Ferran tribe, aim with true and faithful spirit. He kept this promise, even in death, by giving his power to anyone with a pure heart. His disciples used a variety of attacks to track down the enemy indiscriminately and deal with brutal justice. Physical Attack: Magic Attack:
Defense: Debuff: Enchant: Difficulty Control: Skill Description: Focus on remote enemy threats, archery provides unmatched control on the battlefield. A gifted archer can interrupt enemy spellcasters, damage and disable groups of distant enemies, or compromise key target defenses with constant arrow currents. Archery is the main skill set that can take
advantage of bows, as is the case with most MMOs, you may decide to use it to add some range of physical damage and kiting options to your character or even your entire build base around Archery - if you are the legolas type  Archers start with most single target skills, but will soon be able to access a few heavy AoE damages &amp; CC. Battlerage
Battlerage Skillset, Male Nuian from the Nuian Lore Alliance Warriors: Battle skills symbolize Kyrios, the god of destruction, the devastating attack of his devotees, attacking their enemies mercilessly until finally their enemies kneel, bleeding and bow before pure and devastating victory. Physical Attack: Magic Attack: Defense: Debuff: Enchant: Difficulty
Control: Skillset Description: Dedicated to melee combat, Battlerage users focus on closing the distance to their enemies and causing maximum damage upon arrival. Warriors devoted to this skill set learn to unravel through armor, smash their enemies' attacks and enter a powerful craze that allows them to shrink even the most potent spells. Warships So
here's the skill you start with, if melee combat is your priority and you can't resist being Aragorn of your group (I don't even know why I came up with these LOTR quotes, it doesn't involve the theme ) cost, But at the same time, the complete warrior class in MMO Sorcery Sorcery Skillset, Male Harani from haranyan alliance Sorcery Lore: Ancient
archaeology, Aranzeb, symbolizes his followers, powerful and unpredictable magic in spells and various elemental defences, as well as Aranzeb when controlling his sadness and destiny to confront his bloody ness. Physical Attack: Magic Attack: Defend: Debuff: Enchant: Difficulty Control: Skillset Description: This skill set has the most devastating long-
range magic attacks, but their power comes at a price. Sorceress must be class mage, right? Yes and not, because in the magic of Archeage there are slightly different magic damage skills that fulfill different objectives and serve the school with outstanding magical, but yes, this is the mage you expect, lightning ice fire.  ♂ ️ I mean, Sorcery is the bread and
butter of magic damage in Archeage, and most probably a source of pure damage if you follow the creation of magic-based skills, and DPS is an important aspect of your game. Beware of long casting times, as placement is key for the Wizard of Vitalism Vitalism Skillset, a female dwarf from the Nuian Alliance Vitalism Lore: Vitalism skills are the symbol of
Kyprosa, who is tasked with protecting the door to the kingdom of dreams rather than engaging in reality. Now her disciples heal and rehabilitate fallen allies, rather than engage in bloodshed themselves, providing vital life support in the fight. Physical Attack: Magic Attack: Defense: Debuff: Enchant: Difficulty Control: Skillset Description: Ideal for combat
support, Vitalism is designed for experienced users who can switch between different weapons for attack and treatment. Masters of this skill can transform the tide of fighting by keeping their allies or turning their power on themselves to survive almost any attack. You can choose to use it for op sustainability or your build base around it will become an
effective doctor. Treatment &amp; Protection Not for everyone, so those who choose a few of us who save our a**es in every MMO will take great pleasure in harnessing Vitalist and discovering a great defensive coordination, Malediction Malediction Skillset, Warborn Female from the Haranyan Alliance Malediction Lore: Male skills are emblematic of orchids,
queens, red devils. Abyssal's voice breaks her heart, unleashing the power of evil magic that she passes on to her devotees. The power of these demonstrations allows them to exploit the weaknesses of their enemies and increase their abilities when stacking costs. Physical Attack: Magic Attack: Defend: Debuff: Enchant: Difficulty Control: Skillset
Description: Abyss's stamina-driven skill set allows users to bend dark magic to their own advantage. Combining Malice Charges effectively allows the castors to both increase their attack power and destroy malediction enemies, the latest skill to come out in Archeage, making it the most difficult skill to find information and build on as well. Another heavy
magic damage, DPS users focus on curses, debuffs and cunning gameplay compared to wizards (where they can make a well combo together, apparently for extra broken magic damage!). Unfortunately, there are not many necromancer elements here, but it can also complement your necromantic imagination, especially when combined with Occultism
secondary skills as mentioned above, there is no real difference between core and secondary skills, apart from character creation. However, all the skills below consist of secondary skills, mainly in the sense that they give many buffs &amp; debuffs, which are definitely necessary, but come second versus the main skill Witchcraft Skillset Description: The real
power here lies in the variety of debuffs, this skill set offers maiming enemies so you can finish them off in your spare time. Magic Spells What, you don't want more?  don't worry because we're faced with one of the best PvP skills here! The number of debuffs offered in Witchcraft is mind-blowing and consists of high-risk/high-reward gameplay - for those
who can handle it! Burn, sleep, knockbacks and items of debuffs go on and on.  any magic damage skills will benefit from this spell, especially in PvP situations where no debuffs/escape ability will leave you useless. The variety of buffs and protective spells to face any imaginary situation, it is an essential choice for true support, as well as wheels that
require greater self-sustainability. There are few treatments, but their defensive capabilities mainly come from absorbing damage, resource restoration, as well as cleaning debuffs from themselves and their allies. Talented musicians can also charm dangerous enemies, confuse and weaken their targets with dangerous arcens. Songcraft has many healing
abilities and many buffs/debuffs that can prove useful in both PvE &amp; PvP when you have a supporting role and of course they shine as a group. An incredible PvP support skill set, which you can match with others, even if you don't have a 100% supporting role, defensive skills description: the defensive ability that consists of this skill protects not only
castors, but also nearby partners, making it ideal for group play. Protection is what its name means and do you think there are no tanks in the game? And it's not just a good tank for PvE, but for PvP too, offering many defensive spells to allies and CC against enemies. As you can guess, using a shield is a must here because of your ability to use it. You also
have a taunt to aggro monsters, such as all the right tanks and the ability to maintain and defend yourself. Mages of this school often bring charge to combat the weak and disable all swaths of enemies for their allies to finish off  ♂ ️. As you can imagine, there have been many curses and thefts of life involved, including triggerable pets and the ability to see
and teleport on the backs of your enemies, awesome  Occultists make a good match with any wheeling skills, since doT and their fast casting time can help in so many different situations, from PvE to PvP, so go ahead and absorb that lifeforce! A combination of stealth and acrobatics allows trained trainees to dodge deadly attacks or catch enemies by
surprise, while a variety of strikes and toxins, incompetent enemies for explosions, kill Shadowplay as a thief/covert/dagger man of Archeage, and he is able to fulfill the role in a good way. There are many ways you can create on Shadowplay, but remember that having a variety of attacks like Archery or some extra protection/buff will go a long way towards
sustainability.
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